SUMC has worked with Carolina Tailors to offer a fairly wide
selection of shirts and a couple of caps for purchase with the SUMC
logo!
To get these products at the best prices, they will be processed in batches. The first
batch will go in Friday morning, 8/11 at 10am. Following that, as a significant
number of orders are received, a new batch will be processed.
How does the pricing work?
You’ll notice a price range for each shirt/cap. The larger price is for the minimum
order of 6 of embroidered items or 24 screen-printed items. The smaller price is the
minimum price – for a batch of 25 or more.
What counts towards the minimum number in a batch?
Embroidered: Any combination of 6 embroidered shirts will reach the minimum
required for an order. They do not have to be the same shirt or size.
Screen-printed: The minimum order for adult screen-printed t-shirts is 24.
Children’s shirts will be batched separately.
When will my credit card be charged and how much will I be charged?
When you place an order, the higher price will be shown however, your credit card
will not be charged until the order is shipped. The price charged will be based on the
number of shirts in the batch, so it will hopefully be less. You will know the price
range when you order, but we won’t know the exact cost until the orders are
batched. Every effort will be made to get you the best price.
Where will my shirt/cap be shipped?
All of the orders will be sent to the church. This helps keep the cost lower
since there is no additional charge for shipping. Putting a different shipping
address in an online order will not change this.
How long will it take for my order to be delivered?
Orders will be delivered to the church about 5 – 7 business days after a batch is
submitted. If there are not enough orders to reach the minimum for a batch, you will
be advised that your order cannot be processed or will be delayed if more orders
are expected.
Thanks to George Gardner for making this happen!
Questions: If you have questions about completing an order, contact Jan Dixon at
800-253-5370 or via email at sales@ctailors.com
Go to order site - http://www.ctailors.com/sumc.htm. (If you have trouble ordering
items, please try using the Chrome browser.)

